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Prologue

“Action on Climate Change must enhance, not diminish 
the prospects for development. It must not sharpen 
the division of the world between an affluent North 
and an impoverished South, and justify this with a 
green label. What we require is a collaborative spirit 
which acknowledges the pervasive threat of Climate 
Change to humanity and seeks to find answers that 
enhance, not diminish the prospects of development, 
particularly of developing countries. All members of 
our common global family should have equal 
entitlement to the fruits of prosperity.”

The Road to Copenhagen, Government of India, 
February 27, 2009 
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Poor countries: Far more vulnerable to 
climate than climate change

The big challenge is from the existing
vagaries of nature: heat waves, cold 
waves, droughts, floods, cyclones and 
earthquakes, which claim tens of 
thousands of lives each year
Meeting this challenge from climate 
requires focus on adaptation
In contrast, climate change calls for 
mitigation
But adaptation and mitigation are often in 
conflict 
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Take the example of India

Very low per-capita income: $1,016 at the 
exchange rate in current dollars in 2008
High incidence of poverty: 27% of Indians are 
below a modest poverty line

I.e., 300 million individuals live in abject poverty

Those without an electricity connection: An 
astonishing 40 percent of all households

400 million plus individuals without electricity

Drinking-water shortages: endemic
Thousands of deaths each year from heat waves, 
cold waves, droughts and cyclones
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But there is hope since India is 
growing rapidly
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The obvious dilemma

Developing countries need to grow rapidly since 
growth is necessary for the provision of 

Better shelters against heat and cold waves
Improved access to water and protection against 
drought
Improved access to electricity
More effective transport and communications 
infrastructure that allows rapid movement of the 
population out of disaster-struck areas 

But fulfillment of virtually all these objectives 
would lead to more, not less, carbon emissions
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Confronting a key fact

Other than China, developing countries 
are individually not large emitters
Even India is a very distant second 
developing-country emitter, a fact you 
will not infer from its constant and 
unqualified hyphenation with China in the 
western media (and by some Indian 
intellectuals, NGOs, politicians and 
journalists, too)
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Top Ten Carbon Emitters (2006): Percent of World
(India is not in the Same League as China)
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Top Ten Emitters in Per-capita Terms (Metric Tons)
(India is Nowhere!)
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Top Ten Emitters in the World

Country

Total 
(Billion 

Meric Tons)
Percent of 

World

Per-capita 
(Metric 
Tons)

China 6.0 20.6 4.58
United States 5.9 20.2 19.78
European Union 4.3 14.84 7.99
Russia 1.7 5.8 12
India 1.3 4.4 1.16
Japan 1.2 4.3 9.78
Germany 0.9 2.9 10.4
Canada 0.6 2.1 18.81
United Kingdom 0.6 2 9.66
South Korea 0.5 1.8 10.53
World 29.2 100 4.48
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Total Emissions (Billion Metric Tons) over Time
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Past Emissions

1850-2002
United States: 29.3%
EU-25: 26.5%
Russia: 8.1%
China: 7.6%
Japan: 4.1%
India: 2.2%

Source: Baumert, Kevin A; Tim Herzog, Jonathan Pershing (2005-
12). Navigating the Numbers: Greenhouse Gas Data and International 
Climate Policy
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The BIG Challenge Developing 
Countries face

Pull the poor out of abject poverty
Provide humane existence to all

Bring electricity and water to all
Give secure shelters that can withstand heat, 
floods and heavy rains
Move the workforce out of agriculture into 
industry and services 

In other words: Engineer sustained rapid 
growth for two to three decades
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This means exemption from mitigation till 
2030/2040 with possible exception of China

Compare China and India: China’s  emissions are 4.7 times 
those of India.  Even if India could achieve 25 percent 
improvement over China in energy usage, its emissions will 
rise to 3.5 times the current Chinese level to reach their 
current income
With no mitigation obligations, India can sustain 6% annual 
growth in per-capita GDP. Per-capita income will rise to 
$3,260 in 2028 and to $5,835 in 2038 in 2008 dollars.
At these income levels, people will have shelters that will 
protect them against floods, droughts and cyclones as well 
effective mobility in case of natural disasters
With income increases of this order, the government will also 
have more revenues to build dikes as sea-level rises, move 
people away from cyclone- and flood-prone zones and build 
better transport and communication links. 
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Exploring the way Forward (1): Blaming 
China and India for Lack of Progress won't Do

These countries know that the US has not been 
a shining example of mitigation

Gasoline tax among the lowest in the world
Few measures to conserve on lighting, heating and 
cooling in the building sector
Even the Waxman-Markey bill now appears dead
The EXPANSION of carbon emission by the US 
between 1990 and 2005 alone was 80.1% of India’s 
TOTAL emissions in 2005!

Europe’s record is better but not by much
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Exploring the way forward (2): Recognize 
that the Threats of Carbon Tariffs are 
Counter-productive

President Sarkozy (Sept 10): “We need to impose a carbon 
tax at [Europe’s] borders. I will lead that battle.”
US climate negotiator Todd Stern (Sept 15): China and 
India run greater risk of protectionist measures in the US 
Congress if they do not cooperate on the international 
steps to hold down carbon emissions
This will not cut ice with India and China

Legality of carbon tariffs has been questioned
India and China can retaliate using WTO-legal measures
Above all, the cost of accepting even modest mitigation 
obligations is far higher than that of tariffs : If mitigation cuts 
the growth rate in India by even 1-percentage point, the 
cumulative cost between 2020 to 2030 alone is $2.1 trillion in 
net present value terms in 2020!
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Exploring the way forward(3): Drop 
Unproven and Exaggerated Claims of 
Asymmetric Damage to the Poor Countries

The western press and politicians like to tell India and 
China that without mitigation they face the prospect of 
Shanghai and Mumbai sinking into the ocean
But surely the same threat also applies to London, 
Amsterdam, New York and Miami!
Developing countries face greater damage from extreme 
events in 100 years not because we know with any degree 
of certainty that, absent mitigation, they are more likely to 
accelerate in those countries but because at the current 
level of development they are simply more vulnerable to 
any given extreme event.
Given greater current vulnerability to disasters, it may be 
perfectly rational for the developing countries to trade a 
little more risk of a future disaster for improved 
adaptability in the near future through sustained growth
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Exploring the way forward (4): Recognize 
the Need for Massive Investments in R&D

Developing countries cannot achieve their goals of 
providing electricity to all, pollution-free cities in the 
face of rising energy consumption and eliminating in-
door pollution without discovery of clean sources of 
energy
For developed countries, significant mitigation through 
either a shift to cleaner sources of energy or reduced 
consumption of energy at the current state of 
technology is extremely costly.  
It is not an accident that even Europeans who have 
taken the high road have done so little by way of 
mitigation while the United States has not gone past 
holding China and India responsible for its inability to 
undertake mitigation. 
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Exploring The way forward (5): Recognize 
that Initially the Developed Countries will 
have to Lead in the Mitigation Effort

Even as they undertake significant mitigation obligations, 
developed countries will remain the largest emitters on a 
per-capita basis for much of the 21st century.  As such 
they remain major beneficiaries of the bounty of the 
nature.
Most developing countries understand that sooner or later 
they have to be a part of the solution to the global 
warming problem and that this will require sacrifice on 
their part. Bu they need to be convinced that developed 
countries are serious toward tackling global warming. 
This will require

Making significant financial commitments towards solutions
Undertaking substantial mitigation obligations upfront
Giving the poor countries some space to develop 
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Contours of an Agreement (1)

Take a relaxed attitude towards the poor 
countries giving them credit for voluntary 
measures (with international verification 
if necessary) consistent with their 
development objectives. For example

Re-forestation
Reduced deforestation
Measures to curb urban pollution
Measures to curb domestic pollution 
(replacing wood and kerosene by cleaner 
fuels) 
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Contours of an Agreement (2)

Agree to vigorously promote technological solutions 
at the international level.  Some very expensive 
research and development is global public good 
requiring multi-government cooperation:

Cost-effective clean sources of energy
Technologies that would allow CO2- from power plants 
to be captured, transported and injected into 
underground locations
Geo-engineering (finds novel ways to reflect away 
sunlight)

This requires the creation of a substantial research 
fund by the major developed country governments 
with funds offered to private firms for research that 
will then be publicly available to all at no charge. 
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Contours of an Agreement (3)

Mitigation
Take a more relaxed attitude: Given the uncertainty 
associated with the IPCC predictions, It is pretentious 
to think we can figure what is optimal mitigation in 
2050.  Set the targets for 2020 now, let more evidence 
emerge and move forward accordingly later.  Here is 
how Thomas Schelling puts it

• “Deciding now, through some multinational diplomatic 
process, what the ultimate ceiling on greenhouse gas 
concentrations must be to prevent, in the immortal words 
of the Framework Agreement, ‘dangerous anthropogenic 
interference with the climate system,’ as a basis for 
allotting quotas to participating nations, is in contradiction 
to the acknowledged uncertainty about the ‘climate 
sensitivity’ parameter, with its factor of three in the range 
of uncertainty.”
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Exploring the way forward: the 
contours of an agreement (3)

Mitigation (continued)
Let developed countries agree on their 2020 
obligations.  These will need to be ambitious in the 
context of the current knowledge if developing 
countries are to be brought into mitigation ambit down 
the road.
Developing countries: 

• Let China begin mitigation in 2020; India, Brazil and 
South Africa in 2030/2040 and the least developed 
countries in 2050.  

• Till then, give them credit for voluntary mitigation; work 
out a criterion in terms of emission per-unit of GDP, 
emission per-capita or some combination, which would 
not straitjacket their economies and give some flexibility 
in emissions as they growth
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To Conclude
An agreement is possible but developed 
countries will have to take lead in recognition of 
the fact that they will continue to emit more on 
a per-capita basis than developing countries 
even after such mitigation. They also bear at 
least some responsibility for the past damage to 
the environment.
Developing countries will have to join the 
mitigation effort as they become richer.
There is no escape from massive public  
investments in the discovery of new technologies 
for clean sources of energy and mitigation. 


